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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The speech recognition has been applied into various 
systems and the performance of speech recognition has been 
improved greatly. In particular, the interface between human 
beings and robots is necessity in the research field of 
human-friendly robot. Therefore, to recognize speech with 
high confidence, the techniques which separate speech from 
various sound and remove noise from a signal of speech have 
been received a great deal of attention. Also, humanoid robots 
integrated with computer vision and various sensors have been 
developed for similar behaviors of human [1]-[3]. 

The objective of this research is to develop the techniques 
which enable the following scenario. When a man calls the 
Hombot II, the Hombot II recognizes its name and the 
direction of sound as well. Then it turns its face to the 
direction, and can possibly recognize the person through face 
recognition technique to communicate with him. For this 
purpose, we use SSM2166P having the characteristic of 
nonlinear amplification in order that speech recognition 
system can recognize speech at a long distance robustly 
against noises in the environment. 

The conventional systems, to remove noise signal from the 
original signal, provide too heavy load to the main program  
performing a lot of algorithms. However, this proposed system 
can amplify the speech signal while decreasing noises by 
using the hardware device of SSM2166P. 

As for the tracking of sound’s direction, a number of 
researches have been proposed. Among these methods, there 
are two representative methods which are Power Estimation 
method and Time Delay Estimation method [4]-[6]. Time 
Delay Estimation is the method that uses time delay from 
source of sound to each microphone. It shows excellent 
performance at environment with less echo sounds. For this 
reason, the method of Time Delay Estimation is applied to the 
research of sound localization mostly [1]-[6]. However, the 
method of Time Delay Estimation has the following 
disadvantages: many microphones which are set in the form of 
array [4][6]-[9] and a lot of computation are required. Also, 
the confidence about the tracking results decreases in the area 
occurring echo sound frequently. 

In order to complement the defects, this paper proposes the 
use of just three microphones and a simpler algorithm which 

has short executing time. To get performance that has less 
effects by echo sound and has more precise angular accuracy 
in the tracking, a computer calculates five frames in the speech 
signal where each frame contains 300 sampling data.  

To verify our system’s feasibility, the proposed active 
audition system is installed to the home service robot, called 
Hombot II, which has been developed at the KIST (Korea 
Institute of Science and Technology). Fig. 1 shows the active 
audition system installed in Hombot II. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Active audition system installed in Hombot II. 
 
 

2. ACTIVE AUDITION SYSTEM 
 

2.1 Hardware Structure  
Fig 2 shows the active audition system composed of 

pre-amplifier board, mic-mounted triangular rod, commercial 
AD converter (NI DAQCard-6036E), and a single board 
computer to execute program. 

Each microphone should be located at the same distance 
from the center of the triangular rod’s bottom. And the AD 
converter should sample data from the microphones to the 
rate of 11 kHz for each. 
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Fig. 2 The photograph of active audition system. 
 
 

2.2. Pre Amplifier System 
 

Nonlinear amplification which is able to make dynamically 
variable amplification according to the signal magnitude is 
required to increase the range of detectable distance. The 
signal of speech to occur at the short distance sometimes can 
be saturated because the signal which a microphone receives is 
large. If the amplification ration is fixed, the signal of speech 
occurring at the long distance can be hardly extracted from its 
received signal whose magnitude is small enough for the 
contents of speech to be canceled by noise. Also, to the 
contrary, the signal occurring nearby sometimes may be 
saturated in the AD conversion due to its larger magnitude. 
For this reason, the sp eech recognition system which is less 
affected by the distance to sound’s source is necessary. To 
resolve this problem we propose the use of SSM2166, made 
by Analog Device Corporation, which enables the nonlinear 
amplification. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show characteristics of SSM2166 to adjust 
compression ratio, limiting threshold, noise gate value, and 
internal amplification ratio. It is an on-chip device which is 
integrated with relevant circuits of all functions. Compression 
region is characterized by adjustable COMP RATIOs in the 
Fig. 3. It shows that input vs. output ratio except COMP 
RATIO of 1:1 differs according to signal pressure: the more 
COMP RATIO, the larger the amplified ratio of the weak 
signal and the smaller the amplified ratio of strong signal. 
COMP RATIO can be set by adjusting resistor value of pin 10. 
Our circuit, as shown in Fig. 5, is adjusted to COMP RATIO 
of 5:1 and the values of features about this circuit are 
summarized in Table I. 
 

Table 1 Table of Pre-Amplifier Features. 
 

 Pre-Amplifier Features 

Adjust 
factor 

Compression 
Ratio 

VCA 
Gain 

Noise 
Gate 

Rotation 
Point 

Value 5:1 16dB 1.5mVrms  0.1Vrms  

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Output vs. Input Characteristics. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 General Input/Output Characteristics. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 Circuit of Nonlinear Pre-Amp. 
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3. FIND THE DERECTION OF SOUND 
 

This paper proposes DOA (Delay Of Arrival) for tracking 
the direction of sound. DOA is the method that uses a delay 
time from the source of sound to each microphone. Even 
though the time delay is short, the difference of arrival time 
occurs between array-shaped microphones (such as 
microphones A and C in Fig. 6). This principal performs 
sequential procedures to calculate the sound’s direction. First, 
analog signals are converted into digital signals by the high 
speed AD converter. Second, a delay time is obtained by 
estimating relation coefficients at the sampling period like 
equations (3) and (4). Finally, the angle of direction is 
calculated from the time delay. 

In Fig. 6, three microphones are arranged such that their 
distances from the center of triangular rod are the same. Two 
couples of A vs. C and B vs. C are selected in the view point 
of C. Note that the sampling data has maximum delay of time 
when a sound enters straightly through both A and C, or B and 
C. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 Location of three microphones. 
 

At this case, the relative distance corresponding to the 
maximum delay is defined as lac (or lbc). The velocity of sound 
and sampling frequency are defined as v and Fs  respectively. 
The number of sampling about the maximum delay is defined 
by Eqs. (1) and (2) where nac is the number of sampling of 
maximum delay between A vs. C microphone and nbc is the 
other one between B vs. C microphone. 
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The number of delay k, in our configuration, spans to the 

range of -nac ~ nac and -nbc ~ nbc  where its positive/negative 
value means that the sound enters microphone A and B 
earlier/later than microphone C. 
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The relation coefficient between mic. C and mic. A is 

defined by Eq. (3). Also, The relation coefficient between mic. 
C and mic. B is defined by Eq. (4). The variable tg is a target 
number of delay in the gth sampling period. Eqs. (3) and (4) is 
considered by sampling data from g=0 to g=8 . However, the 
real application of infinite period is impossible. Therefore, 
variable tg is determined by suitable sampling data. 

If sampling period is too short, then rate of error will 
increase. If sampling period is too long, the performance 
ability will decrease because of a lot of calculation and echo 
sound. The optimal sampling period should be found through 
experiments. The variable k which represents the number of 
delay sampling is -nac~ nac in this Eq. (3) and -nbc~nbc in this 
Eq. (4). To calculate kac which represents the actual delay 
sampling, we should input -nac~ nac to the variable k in Eq. (3). 
Then we can calculate the relation coefficient between mic. C 
and mic. A. Next, we can find the maximum value of the 
relation coefficient. This is the value of variable kac. We can 
find kbc in the same way. The most previous researches used 
methods which calculate relation coefficient in the frequency 
domain. This method is mostly called MCPSP (Modified 
Cross Power Spectrum Phase). This method needs DFT 
(Discrete Fourier Transform) and IDFT (Inverse DFT). Its 
disadvantage is that this requires much calculating time 
[4][7][10]. Although the previous works need to many 
microphones set in array [4][6]-[9], the proposed method in 
this paper calculates simple algorithm in time domain and 
finds sound direction with only three microphones. 

Now, sound direction should be calculated using relation 
coefficient Rac and Rbc. Fig. 7 illustrates the number of delay 
sampling and the actual angle of sound direction. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 Kac section about number of delay sampling. 
 

An actual angle of sound direction is expressed as Eq. (5) 
and Eq. (6). 
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*cosac ack n θ= ×             (5) 

 

sinac ack n θ= ×             (6) 
 
In the structure of triangular rod, we should calculate θ (the 

sound direction) suitably. The same kinds of lines are parallel 
like Fig. 8. The angle θ* is defined from (Xc ,Yc) and (Xi  ,Yi)  
like Fig. 8. The θ is the angle that is subtracted the angle θac 
from the angle θ*. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8 ? section on account of Kac calculation. 
 

The θ is defined by Eq. (7). 
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If the estimated θ  is substituted in the equation (6), the 

equation (8) is induced finally. kbc in the equation (9) is 
estimated in the same way. 
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 The location of sound source, (Xi, Yj), is not known by Eq. 

(8) and (9). Therefore, the following method is proposed to 
estimate the sound source location. Matrix r presents the cross 
correlation of Rac and Rbc for all possible kac and kbc. All 
values of matrix r are calculated by Eq. (10). 

 

( , ) ( ) ( )i j ac ac bc bcr x y R k R k=         (10) 

 
Next, because we want to find the angle of sound’s 

direction, we should first know the maximum value in the 

matrix r by using Eq. (11). 
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After we fix threshold value in matrix r by using Eq. (12), 

we perform normalization to matrix r by using Eq. (13). 
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And then we perform a weighted average to matrix r by 

using Eq. (14) ~ (18). 
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As the matrix r is in the same form as original sound 

direction through these procedures, the angle of sound’s 
direction can be calculated by using Eq. (19).  
 

tan2( , )sd a x yθ = −            (19) 
 
 
 

4. SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM 
 

Hombot II performs speech recognition using L&H, a 
commercial engine. 

The purpose of this paper is not researching itself of speech 
recognition but researching speech signal pre-processing to 
recognize sound from long distance clearly and robustly 
against noises. Therefore, we use a development kit about 
speech recognition and speech synthesis engine. To recognize 
speech reliably, we input pre-processed signal of speech to 
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L&H engine. Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of the speech 
recognition system. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 Block diagram of the speech recognition system 
 

First, in order to execute speech signal to the L&H engine, 
speech signal removing noise by pre-amplifier board should 
be converted from analog signal into digital signal by AD 
converter, DAQCard-6036E. Next, digital signal should be 
made into PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) file form enabled to 
execute. This is PCM format that is constructed by 11 kHz and 
16bit. To make PCM file, we need to normalize digital signals 
and to convert the normalized signals into PCM file. Fig. 10 
shows the procedure of writing PCM file and the related c 
codes about it. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 Block diagram of writing PCM file 
 

The speech synthesis of Hombot II uses commercial speech 
synthesis engine called VoiceWare. This engine outputs the 
most natural speech compacted rhythm and accent through a 
speaker. 

 
 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Fig. 11 shows GUI of application program which is 
developed by Visual C++ to execute humanoid active audition 
system. 

Run button inside Execution area in Fig. 11 can run tracking 
sound’s direction, speech recognition, and speech synthesis in 
sequence. When execution of Run button finish, The Final 
Results area in Fig. 11 displays the results which is sound 
direction, speech recognition, and confidence of recognition. 
Also, the result of speech recognition is outputted by speech 
synthesis to speaker. Fig. 11 is a consequence which is carried 
out the application program when a operator calls “hombot” at 
location of 45° direction and 1m distance. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11 Application program to execute humanoid active 
audition system. 

 
Table II is experimental results at 1m distance, at 2m 

distance, and at 3m distance. 
Four commands are mostly used commands in Hombot II: 

“hombot,” “go to a big room,” “go to a living room,” and 
“patrol my home.” Therefore, the experiments are carried by 
executing each command in the eight directions. The angle is 
divided every 45° azimuth. 
 

Table 2 The results of experiment at the 1m distance, 2m 
distance, and 3m distance 

 
1m distance 2m distance 3m distance 

Command Dire
ction 

Recog
nition 

Dire
ction 

Recog
nition 

Dire
ction 

Recog
nition 

0° 11° OK 9° OK 9° OK 
45° 45° OK 33° OK 58° OK 
90° 98° OK 102° FAIL 90° OK 

135° 136° OK 135° OK 129° OK 
180° 180° OK 198° OK 171° OK 
225° 204° OK 237° FAIL 212° OK 
270° 283° OK 280° OK 261° OK 

Hombot 

315° 315° OK 315° OK 303° OK 
0° 352° OK 0° OK 342° OK 

45° 46° OK 66° OK 13° OK 
90° 102° OK 104° OK 90° OK 

135° 132° OK 161° OK 315° OK 
180° 171° OK 180° OK 182° FAIL 
225° 225° OK 225° OK 45° FAIL 
270° 283° OK 289° OK 257° OK 

Go big 
room 

315° 315° OK 336° OK 303° FAIL 
0° 359° OK 0° FAIL 352° FAIL 

45° 48° OK 42° OK 66° OK 
90° 90° OK 102° OK 147° OK 

135° 139° OK 155° OK 147° FAIL 
180° 188° OK 204° OK 194° FAIL 
225° 225° OK 211° FAIL 78° OK 
270° 283° FAIL 278° OK 262° OK 

Go 
living 
room 

315° 325° OK 303° FAIL 315° OK 
0° 352° OK 0° OK 0° OK 

45° 33° OK 45° OK 45° OK 
90° 82° OK 72° OK 102° OK 

135° 147° OK 122° OK 147° OK 
180° 192° OK 198° OK 171° FAIL 
225° 212° OK 204° OK 192° FAIL 
270° 270° OK 270° OK 237° OK 

Patrol 
my 

home 

315° 315° OK 315° OK 328° OK 

Average  6. 
375° 

97% 10. 
531° 

84% 11. 
25° 

75% 
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This results show excellent performance at the short 

distance (1m): percentage of successful speech recognition is 
97% and error average about searching sound direction is 
6.375°. However, performance at long distance (3m) is not 
very good: percentage of successful speech recognition is 75% 
and error average about searching sound direction is 11.25°. 

Moreover, sometimes the experiments at 3m distance fail in 
searching sound direction. When calculating the error average 
about the sound direction, the results of failure cases which are 
shading cells in Table II are excluded. 

These results present that this system is affected by 
distance: the farther the distance, the worse the performance. 

 
 

6. CONCLUS IONS 
 

In this paper, conventional form of array-typed microphones 
is avoided. Also, simple and reliable algorithm with new 
pre-processing hardware is developed such that we are able to 
find the direction of sound’s source from entire azimuth by 
using three microphones. Furthermore, it makes possible to 
perform speech recognition without another specific 
microphone (i.e., wireless or orientation sensitive 
microphone). 

Since, for the recognition, we converted the raw data 
acquired from pre-amplifier into PCM file, any commercial 
engine of speech recognition can be employed. 

In this paper, the speech recognition system is designed for 
the optimized performance in the interface between human 
and robot. However, there exist some problems to be 
complemented. 

First, tracking of sound source direction often is obstructed 
by echo sound due to surrounded obstacles. It demonstrat es 
that the performance is affected more as the more obstacles in 
the surrounding exist and the distance from a sound source is 
farther. In order to solve the problem, it recognizes the 
smallest interval angle, which is an actual sound direction, by 
using 5-frame (300 speech sample data per 1 frame) based on 
the Max. Frame energy. This method has a positive aspect: 
easy operation. Nevertheless it estimates the wrong direction 
of sound source due to noises and echo sound. If applying an 
algorithm such as Fuzzy logic, it can infer more correct 
direction. Thus, we will research further on the content and 
mention it in the next paper. 

Second, when large noises are mixed with the desired signal 
or when voices of several people are mixed, it is very hard to 
extract the desired signal. Therefore, a lot of researchers are 
studying on this topic.  

The proposed humanoid active audition system was applied 
to the Hombot II. In the real application, the Hombot II 
recognized the direction of sound source. Then it turned its 
face to the direction, recognized the person through face 
recognition technique and communicated with him. For 
further application to the real life, the system should extract 
the desired signal when voices of several people are mixed. 
Also it should eliminate the noises when large noises are 
mixed. 
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